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About This Game

Horse Racing 2016 is most Fabulous and Entertaining Game for Everyone. If you want to feel real horse racing championship,
show your desire and courage to play this game. This Game Uniqueness makes you play this game for hours, you will love to

play this game again and again.

Features
- 6 Horses with 6 Jockeys to race with.
- Each Horse has its unique abilities.

- 6 Different tracks.
- 10 Seasons + Season Finale.

- 55 Events to Play.
- Different climatic conditions and Day & Night Races.

- 5 Different race types : Time Trial, Normal, Straight, Hurdles, Free Rider
- 4 Players Offline Split screen Multiplayer

- Intuitive controls and Easy UI. Get Ready for Real Action, Real Adventure, Real Horse Racing Championship.........
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Title: Horse Racing 2016
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core i3 515 7U

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard Controls : W A S D and SPACE BAR

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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If your gonna style on the enemy with a 360 bikinibody clash turtle flick then this is the best way to look rad while doing so.

If you have some spare cash and are dedicated to clash I'd totally recommend this set.. I have to start off this review by stating
that this game is still in early access, so of what I am writing about can be subject to change in the future. Both the positives and
the negatives. But any further ado, let us begin. I tried this game when it initially came out, the screenshots looked promising
and I was an avid lover of Game Dev Tycoon when that came out and played a lot of it. A tycoon buff like myself will snap up
any chance to play anything like that, however, in its early state the game didn't hit the right notes with me for some reason, and
needless to say it has taken till now for me to get around to retrying it and see what has changed.

The answer, loads. Primarily the polish but from a gameplay perspective this has me hooked, learning all the complex
mechanics in the game such as server building. I always can appreciate a game where I can see several steps I need to take in
order to progress, but limits such as resources mean I have to make choices in the correct order are things I love about this
game. While the investor mode is a bit too hand holdy, it does a good job of introducing the player to the base game and setting
them out for the hardmode that the game also has to offer.

Positives:

+ Simplistic art style, but attractive, you don't need to be an architect to build a good looking office in this game and I
appreciate that as someone with the creative flair of a bag of wet sand.

+ As mentioned before it is gripping, the sweet taste of success when things begin to work out is amazing, but also brings you
back down to earth when you see how far behind competitors you are.

+ UI. For me this falls into both categories of good and bad, some aspects I really like like the general UI, navigation etc, but I
will cover the other side to this coin in one second.

+ As an early access title it is still subject to future additions, but I will be investing many more hours into this game in the near
future.

Negatives:

+ The UI, for me this is the biggest down side while also being a strength at the same time. Weird huh. But hear me out. While
the UI is simple and easy to navigate, the ability to scale the UI would be nice, while the stock mode is a bit too small and the
big UI seems to be catered toward someone like my nan with poor eyesight.. so to hit a nice median with this would be nice. In
addition to this I feel there could be areas where tool tips could be added. When setting up text ads with the contracts I found
myself closing the same window multiple times as information didn't carry over into other related windows. If not tool tips then
the ability to move windows to view information in the background, making relating bits of information easier to do for the
player.

+ eErly access (I know, a habit of putting things as pros and cons is a running theme, sue me) jokes aside I have tried many early
access games and some of them are fantastic, Subnautica, KSP and Prison Architect all being prime examples. However some
have been abandoned by their developers and I hope this does not follow that same dark path, I enjoy this game, I really do and
while if it stayed how it is, I would not complain to see it evolve and accomplish bigger and better things as it is something this
game deserves given the work that has already been put into it. So I have to tip my proverbial hat to the devs on their efforts this
far.

All in all fans of Game Dev Tycoon should give this game a go, but it does well to make something of itself and set itself apart
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from the rest of the games in the genre. If the UI issues were looked at and sorted in a future update when my praises for this
game would not be higher! It's a joy to play!. DLC to get cash INGAME not working. I Bought 3 hours ago and they send
nothing.. An amazing Mega Man-like game.
I absolutely loved how,after their defeat,each one of the bosses becomes a playable character with its own unique
playstyle,moveset and skill tree of powers and upgrades.. This game is rather full of contradictions.

I get the feeling that whom'ever wrote the story didnt proof read it at all, and there are many obvious good anwsers that get
turned on their head and become bad ones in this game.
The english is also rather scurvy side, one exaple of this is one of locations descriptions, they wrote: "in an Island" not "on an
Island", "on the red mark" (in the middle of the water) not "Near the red mark"

Also i question the morals of whom'ever wrote this: I just went trough a Charity\/greed event, with 2 choises do nothing or warn
your uncle about the impending theft.
I naturally chose to warn my uncle as someone how knows that it is wrong to steal, and the game promtly awarded me with the
Greed outcome. I my mind that had nothing to do with greed, Untill the game decided to tell me that there was a large diamond
in my uncles posession, wich came after you chose your response.. Buoyed by the excellent reviews, I downloaded La Peri. I
was finished it in 9 minutes. It is barely interactive, and the 'narrative' is difficult to understand. The 4th act was visually
interesting, but the whole experience was quite underwhelming to say the least. Fleshed out into a full performance that you
were actually involved in, this could be visually spectacular and engaging. As is though, $11 for 9 minutes of almost no
interaction simply doesn't cut it.. awsome game and really realistic
. The overall puzle design is really good, it knows not only to be creative with its elements but also to do it the fun way. Ironic
that what I found much less funny than playing is hearing the character who is supposed to be funny and will never shut up..
-STEEL EMPIRE-

Its Gameplay and Controls feel great.

its Steampunky art style is superb and its Aged really well.

This Version ran absolutley fine and if ur looking to scratch that Shmup Itch then this will do it for you.

I wish alot more old retro style games were done as good as this.

Thanks guys for Bringing this to steam :D
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Unfortunately, DW2 takes a step down in quality compared to its predecessor -- this, I suspect, is largely due to the switch away
from Scratches-esque point-and-click style to a fully 3d engine. Everything just looks and feels a little wonky (and occasionally
buggy). Worst of all, the world is too soft around the edges and lacking in detail compared to DW1... I just didn't feel as
immersed in the environments despite the increased freedom to explore. This lack of visual subtlety seemingly leads to a similar
lack of subtlely in the story and characters (e.g. in DW1, Howard is understandably shocked by every strange thing that occurs;
in DW2, Howard is carrying a living homunculus in his pocket for most of the game and barely bats an eyelid). And while the
inclusion of more characters in the world was ambitious, the more prominently featured conversation system is clumsy at best
and occasionally broken.

DW2 does do one thing more effectively than the first outing: the flow of the game and its puzzles seemed much smoother and
more intuitive... I never felt stuck simply because I had no idea what Howard was supposed to be trying to do (as sometimes
happened to me in DW1).

If you played and enjoyed Darkness Within 1, I can recommend Darkness Within 2 simply by virtue of the resolution it (sort of)
provides to the storyline and the healthy dose of Lovecraftiness. If you haven't played or didn't enjoy DW1, however, you
should consider avoiding DW2.. Amazing game, LOVE it. On its face, this game appears to be just another hex-based wargame
set in the second world war.

But, what makes this game possibly the most brilliant in its genre is its political decision system. You are just one part of a chain
of command, going up to either Hitler or Stalin (depending on which side you play), and must deal with your subordinates, make
requests of your superiors, and make decisions that will make or break your ability to wage war...in addition to actually
commanding your armies!

This gives a streamlined but clever look into army organization in the second world war and some of the difficulties it may
create\/exacerbate in the face of a military campaign. I highly recommend it, even if you have played a dozen games covering
the same topic before!. Was previously a positive review, but looks like the Dev has abandoned or shelved the game.

Pitty, was promising too.. A decent match-3 game. Certainly not mind blowing, but it does what it does well, despite being a
little dated. There is probably even a decent challenge playing on the non-casual mode, but if you want to just turn your brain
off and click around, casual mode is marvelous for it. Like all match-3 games, it gets a little frustrating when the RNG doesn't
go your way and you have to keep clicking a bunch of pointless areas to try to get to the area you want to be at. And the
powerups aren't really explained at all and once you use them, it may be a while before you can use them again, but on casual, I
didn't really need to use them much at all. It's certainly worth the standard sale price.. Cute little game, but no different from the
several free flash games except it isn't free, and it uses a meme to increase popularity. Good way to waste time yes, worth
buying no.. This is one of the WORST games out there only one good mission WORST game on earth!
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